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I. Call to Order 
a. 6:02pm 

II. Pledge of Allegiance 
III. Roll Call 

a. Present: 26 
IV. Consent Agenda 

a. Approval of agenda  
b. Approval of minutes 

i. All Approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. Alderman Brever 
i. Patrick- I’m here from the city council to update you one last time before I give 

up my seat. First parks and rec- lots of folks looking to audit their finances and 
there is some cloudiness in where money is going and the mayor vetoed ths and 
need 10 votes to override that. The no partisan pass to change it to nonpartisan 
way I think the state can do it and it passed 4-3 last night and it will go to council 
next Thursday. Corporate money petition will be voted on in April to amend it to 
go forward. If you’re interested in my seat, we are in the application process and 
will be accepting in February and offering someone the position in march and I 
urge you to look into this and if you have questions you can contact me and we 
can talk about it going forward. Any questions? 

b. ITS – Mohamed Elhindi 
i. Mohamed- Hi I’m from Information Technology- so thank you for having me 

today I’m the CIO for the university. The UW system all the IT we hosted here 
for the conference and in the in this room the security group met and that’s where 
the papers were signed. So UWL has their finger all over it and this room already 
has an impact. With that being said a few things, the replacement of D2L. we will 
be migrating from d2l to canvas and it is a good system and some people were 
part of our demos and gave feedback on the structure of the system. Will not be 
impacted if you graduate in May and will go in effect around 2018-19. Trying to 
avoid having two systems, as a student we didn’t like the idea of having some 
classes in d2l and some in canvas. That’s one that will impact everyone, students 
and faculty. We will invest in training for students and faculty as well as an open 
forum. Secondly pay for print, one of things as you will see we are adding more 
printers so I wasn’t expecting the number of copies to go up but it is. So as you 
know the res hall don’t have printers but we are having more printers in here and 
centennial. Last year we did a survey on color printing and we are going to have 
them all. WINGs is going through a massive upgrade and are happy with it and 
takes 2017 mobile application into account and hopefully you will like smaller 
and quicker application and navigation. Are you a new student, there username 
changed- last name and then random numbers. The network is an area that is 
going like crazy, just look at 2015 we are total traffic of 5.1 GB today we are 3.1 
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GB by next week we will hit a 5GB traffic. So we have to prepare for that but it 
won’t last long. Questions? 

1. Jacob- with the implications with the next academic year is it going to be 
a mass beta or are there any other plans for a mass feedback fo students 
to get their hands on it? 

a. Mohamed -Actually after the last time we meet now they are 
going to have the new template and the is one more chance for 
feedback and I encourage you to participate so you can change 
the game 

2. Aaron- pay for print with the lack of black and white printers now what 
are the cost 

a. Mohamed -New printers have black/white and color. 
3. Weston- with this new Canvas, for the individual class in the grade 

section is there going to be a visual that calculates your whole grade. 
Currently its frustrating when you have to calculate every number  

a. Mohamed- actually the current system its available, so its just 
how the faculty sets up their grade book 

4. Dani- I’m sure are aware when internet went out across campus the other 
night, have you considered creating a text system to let students make IT 
aware of what is happening? Not a lot of students can use Wi-Fi or 
contact IT after hours 

a. Mohamed -One of the things we are working on with the chief of 
police for something more 21st century 

b. Mohamed -We are on Facebook, and if you have a problem post 
it there 

c. Green Fund Grant Proposals: Ben, Rachel, and Dylan 
i. Ben- So its sounds like you may not have had the chance to see this in full detail 

and I have information on the grand in here. I’m just here to talk about this one 
and I’m on JCAS. So the project that I applied to replace was 25 40year old led 
fixtures. These light could save 85% and reduce plastic and reduces the amount 
of burnt out lamps. The student impact- anyone that is involved in a theater group 
as well as theater department products which involve around 200 students and 
would have the environment impact and ¼ of the student body sees a theater. As 
well as alumni and community members that come to see a show. My proposal 
was passed by JCAS and rejected by SUFAC. SUFAC rejected it because the 
language for GPR faculty. Could this project help and I had the same question as 
well, he said it wouldn’t be considered a facility project and it comes down to 
how you read that line. I do think my grand fulfills the high priorities- carbon 
footprint, student impact. The lights would be split between theater department 
and theater group. Senate control various aspects on this. Senate controls a 
certain part of that which shows it a student activity. If we read that anything that 
happens in a GPR building that we may need to reconsider. So are there an 
questions? 

1. Gabi- what a GPR building 
a. Ben- as best as I understand it, generate purpose revenue that 

generates revenue from the state and is an academic building. I 
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think it is kind of unclear and I think there is an argument to be 
made. 

ii. Rachel- Hi we are career fund coordinators and I want to talk about the 
Vermicomposting grant. It passed through JCAs but not SUFAC. We did pay for 
it and makes all the compost for campus and we purchased in 2011 but now there 
is no place on campus to store it so now it is at Mayo and Hillview takes care of 
it. SUFAC didn’t pass it because it’s not a campus project but a lot of the work 
happens here. The only problems we had we took it out. This is for upkeep and 
an intern. We don’t do post food composting and the intern uses that to do around 
the U and Whittney and takes care of the food, packages it up, and gets what 
needs to be done.  

iii. Dylan- last year was the best year and Max does all the picks up and vehicles so 
part of the project doesn’t happen on campus and that’s correct but that handcuffs 
any projects. It starts here on campus and ends here. 

iv. Rachel- if you don’t pass it we wouldn’t continue to compost. We don’t have 
room on campus but if we could we would.  

1. Isaac- how would the failure to pass this make you not continue  
a. They can’t pay for an inter to bring this, they don’t make profit. 

We need it to pay the intern and it would be irresponsible no to 
continue this 

b. Isaac- so you’re saying the intern couldn’t do it for free 
i. Dylan- they have looked for outside funding it’s just not 

going to happen 
2. Jillian- is the money for the intern and maintenance 

a. Rachel-Again he does the maintenance and without the supplies 
he couldn’t continue his job that would include that costs 

3. Haley-Isn’t this the maintenance for the actual vehicle so they money 
wouldn’t come from WWTC it would come from the university 

4. Dani- in the actual request does it express what the actual maintenance 
cost is 

a. Dylan-My understanding is it is partially for the vehicle but also 
utility, air conditioner, and heat in the facility 

v. Rachel-We’ll ask Larry on what he means about up keep and get back to you 
VI. General Student Body Open Forum 

a. No report 
VII. Officer Reports 

a. President: Jacob Schimmel 
i. Jacob- Only thing is that I’ll be tabling 12:30-2:30 tomorrow by the grill station 

and if anyone is interested in doing their office hours there come join.  
b. Vice President: Lauren Mason 

i. Lauren- Reminder if you have a mic please use it and we have a recorder to make 
the minutes are better. Im going to work on a letter to the three departments over 
winter break trying to talk to faculty to see if they would open communication up  
with SBI. Make sure you talk about these resolutions when they come up, you 
should understand what you all think or feel and we are here to have discussion, 
to learn, grow and make your vote count. Don’t what to have a tie because its 
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your vote not mine. 
c. Chief of Staff: Weston Floerke  

i. Weston- If you guys noticed the microwave has been put into place. We will be 
in talks with murphy library for the future semester hopefully getting another 
microwave that is gluten or allergy free and there is no signs on it that the current 
one just so everyone is aware. We have another candidate for the CSH from 
Arkansas state and have a meeting with him in 228 Graff Main hall at 9am and I 
will email you to remind you . 

d. State Affairs Director: Ben O’Connell 
i. Ben- there hasn’t been any movement on bills that you should be concerned 

about, but I’ll let you know if there are 
e. Local Affairs Director: Steph Boebel 

i. Steph- Just been assembling the housing stuff and on Friday at 9:30 there is 
going to be another meeting on the food and housing and security if anyone 
wants to join it would be a good way for you to make a difference 

f. Inclusivity Director: Aaron Bhatoya 
i. Ill start with facility senate- we brought up a couple things to them, the statue and 

they were pretty receptive on bring it down, secondlt for the JMAC study there 
was an actual discussion on faculty senate and I. From the admin, they were 
aware but I’m not sure how seriously they take color and low impact students. 
They used “target” on who it effects. Seemed willing to have further discussion. 
There was a model introduced to us about variables and how they coordinate 
with student retention. For inclusivity director stuff, Tuesday we had a meeting 
with people in career services and it was in relation to connecting students of 
color with business in La Crosse owned by people of color. How the university 
already tries to do that, somethings like career fairs, there is a diversity council 
that is trying to incorporate a check box in which employers recognize as a 
member of the diversity council- people who have strive to be diverse. Talked 
about sample of the city and how we could make a program separate but similar 
and make it more on color. We acknowledge that some of these business are 
smaller and cant offer jobs or internships, but just make connections. Something I 
thought was a cool idea was having a bus route that connects businesses of color 
in the city. A good way to connect the community with historical companies. We 
talked about adding a scholarship for diversity and I’m waiting for an email back. 
I emailed the public library about the bus routes and a professor did a study that 
documented every African form 1800-mid1900 and its at the La Crosse public 
library someone now could make a route 

1. Lang- can I ask for the scholarship why cant you go to the foundation to 
see if any donors would like to donate and I would go there instead of 
here 

a. Aaron- I’m not coming here this is just a report 
2. Isaac- the late feed, 1. Can it be waved 

a. Aaron-On a case by case bases yes 
b. Dani- so I had a lovely meeting with the CFO and he wants to 

come in there. We went thought the process that happens when 
you get hit with a fee and wavers. The only one that is 
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technically here is a GI bill for military but that is a state stature 
protected payment option and that is the only option to get a 
waver. Could be anywhere form 0-100 and if we got audited we 
don’t do a late registration fee initially they went with the most 
popular option. A large about of schools do a $75 fee, this 
semester is a test drive and they arehaving a conversation on the 
fee and wavers. Also can be a partnership with the cashiers 
office. 

3. Isaac- concerned on how it would target specific communities 
a. Lauren- specifically has groups of diverse or first generation 

students and effects them higher than the other population 
groups and the chair said if they continue to do this it will be 
targeting this group. That is what Anne said then Joe said it 
impacts them not targets them 

b. Aaron- since there is no plan to change it I believe targeting is a 
more accurate word 

4. Jillian- what do you want to get out of this? 
a. Alicia- I have been playing around with ideas I want to ask the 

admin to put up a notification on d2l or wings and that could be a 
reason people aren’t paying that. I want to alk them what they 
are using the money for or ask them why they choose the $75. 

b. Dani-so the reason they take the $75 is for the the written off 
tuition. at the end of the fiscal year they use that to pay it back 

c. Aaron- when I talked to Bob the unwritten tuition is different 
every year. He didn’t give me a clear answer and if it were to be 
lowered I don’t know how it would affect our tuition. I don’t 
know where else the money would come form for the written off 
tuition 

g. Public Relations Director: Brittany Tashner 
i. No report 

VIII. RHAC Reports 
IX. Advisor Reports 

a. Barb-I reached out to Larry and had no report and I have no report 
i. Aaron- in terms of the audit- why was UWL is audited  

1. Barb- we have had many audits and we will have more. They have a 
semi bases there was no pointing out you’re in violation and we all know 
there are things that they are going to find. And in my understanding 
there was no targeting to UWL for audit  

X. Committee Reports 
a. Dani- Textbook rental policy committee- started the committee from Bob and talked 

about what we don’t like about textbook rental. Asking them to charge- you have 24 
hours to return the book or you get charged 75% of the textbook- change the policy so 
students have more time  

i. Alicia- as someone who dropped a class and currently still has a textbook- I had 
no idea about this and its silly that students don’t know about 

ii. Avery- I also dropped a class in October and what I was told was the 24 hour 
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policy only occurs for the first week or so of class. 
iii. Lucas- with the policy it makes since they need to get it back in 24 hours but not 

75% of the cost. It needs to get better publicized and I know because I asked. If I 
didn’t ask I wouldn’t have known. You could also put a poster up and that would 
eliminate the communication process 

iv. Lang- what if they taught it in the training for the employees 
1. Dani- We are taught to know it and not advise which is problematic. The 

way they train people isn’t good 
2. Alicia- Do you have to pay when you go in  

a. Dani- they are going to put it on your student bill 
v. Jillian- would there be a way in wings and would automatically sends you an 

email 
1. Dani- when you drop a class in wings a little red box will pop up and that 

would be a good place to put it 
b. Dani- I don’t like the way people don’t know about textbook rental- it does a good deal. 

Do you think it would be effective to put due dates on the scrolling banner things or in 
the res halls? We know what it is but we don’t know their policies. 

i. Lauren- don’t we all use it and get mass communication 
1. Dani- yea but people don’t use textbook rental 

ii. Jillian- I think its common sense that the semester is ending and you need to 
return their books 

1. Dani- I’m trying to get to the people who vomit on the books or water 
damage them and try to return them  

a. Lang- Idea: In the library I’m loaning out books and it sends you 
a receipt and tells you when you return it. I don’t see TV’s being 
the best solution 

b. Kaitlyn- everyone has to go to textbook rental to get their book 
so maybe the faculty verbally say it 

c. Sabah- it doesn’t hurt anyone 
d. Justice- I agree with cummings not the part where they have to 

tell you but put up a poster. 
c. Lucas- CAPS is meeting on Friday so any last feedback on the grading scale that you 

would like me to bring to them  
i. Lang- slices with senators- when you look at the pros and cons it can help you 

but can also scientifically hurt you. 
ii. Dani- we talked about the grading scale and how they aren’t standardizing across 

the school, an A could be 93 or 80. I would have to say not to change the grading 
scale because then it would be standardizing it  

1. Lauren- not exact numbers just what they can give you  
iii. Jillian- people that aren’t from here and are most familiar with it and same with 

employers.  
iv. Lang- it also comes to the point where you need a C to pass and whether  that be 

a C+, C or C- 
v. Leek- how to better represent how you do in class and if professors don’t like it 

they can adjust their scale 
d. Colin- SUFAC met and talked about travel fees and it charges you when you try to go 
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somewhere and there in a general contract that 44,000 and SUFAC oversees are $555.70 
and funded that in full form our reserves. For the coming year we funded that in full form 
the reserves. Have been discussing the by laws for the sub committees that will be 
presenting at the beginning of next semester. Finally, there was confusing regarding what 
was actually allocated- propose an amendment that brings it back to its original amount 

XI. Organizational Reports 
a. No repot 

XII. Unfinished Business 
a. SA1718-018: Resolution to Establish the Non-Allocable University Fee Allocation 

Subcommittee 
i. This is the resolution for the Non-Allocable University Fee Allocation 

Subcommittee –in the decisions of where the money will be sent 
1. All I’s  
2. Passes 

b. SA1718-019: Resolution Approving Fall Green Fund Large Grant Requests 
i. Haley- as you heard from Rachel and Dylan and Ben from the other perspective 

they  have the three proposals theater lighting, surcharge request and 
Vermicomposter and SUFAC assessed $1000 for promotion. 

1. Dani- How much is the theater lighting request 
a. Ben around 44,000 

2. Dani- how many is allowed after the surcharge 
a. Haley- Would put us at about 66,000 for the rest of the year, but 

we tend to get more in the spring 
3. Dani- amend the document to fund the full theater lights 

a. In discussion – seconded by Leek 
i. Colin- the discussion in SUFAC was that it shouldn’t be 

allowed because where it was located and the precedent 
of what it could set. In Cowley the planetarium has items 
that are green that make the requirements to make it a 
green fund request I would like that project but I don’t 
think that is what this is used for and I’m concerned with 
more time other departments could do more things you 
can stretch these because that are used by students or 
used in this way. 

ii. Lang- I know the theater department is running out of 
shape. These mainly are for the theater department the 
only area is in Morris hall and is the only. It is tailored 
for students that are going into theater- not accessible for 
all. The GPR facilities are res hall, Whitney that show a 
mass amount of students. 

iii. Isaac- reasonable minds can differ on the intent of the 
law but I feel like given that question should be 
discussed the wording before funding anything. If we do 
this tonight I might happen again.  

1. Lauren- Rachel Dylan and I are going to look at 
the green fund bylaws  
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iv. Yer- I was in theater app was a lab portion in which we 
go into the theater departments and it is being used and 
I’ve been behind the scenes and they aren’t very stable  

v. Haley- I don’t these already exist in the U? 
1. Ben- I don’t know what were purchased for the 

U. I know that were some purchased by the 
green fund for here 

vi. Haley- that these are already at student disposable, 
although not portable. 

vii. Lucas- lets say no funding today, can this be re-proposed 
after relooking at the bylaws 

1. Haley- in order to change the bylaws you would 
have to wait a year to be re-proposed 

viii. Dani- I understand some of the concern especially about 
feelings on the bylaws. I would like to remind you that 
¼ of students see the shows and I know there are 
students had a hand on this, I think it is important and 
the GPR makes it uncomfortable on voting and I’ve seen 
them used by other use. Lights are moved around by 
students and student groups. These lights would be 
useable for students for student purposes. Yes they will 
be used partially by the theater department but I will 
yield 

1. Lauren- Green funds have to go through us by a 
2/3 vote to update them. 

ix. Justice- the request is reasonable and there is a chance 
that we could get sued again 

x. Ethan- I think we should we should pass it and let the 
courts decide if its legal or not 

xi. Colin- so it is something I talk to people on after 
SUFAC- we aren’t making a judgement call if its green 
or if we like it- is there a change that this meets the 
bylaws that are written. Judgement call on if we are 
allowed to pay for them.  

xii. Natalie- does this say you can’t fund stuff that non GPR 
buildings. Why would we be sued if they aren’t stuck in 
the CFA and if you can use them in these places 
technically you couldn’t be sued. This is environmental 
impactful 

1. Lauren- here are the bylaws.  
xiii. Jillian- I understand they can be moved but I think its 

unlikely that someone would move them and there are 
lots of thing that could be considered environmentally 
friendly. If its for theater then should they pay for it 

xiv. Alicia- the point is about opening the door for other 
grants. This should be a case by case thing. You’re going 
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to have to make decisions on those cases whether we 
pass this or not 

xv. Natalie- for the blocks- there is a lot of things that 
impacts certain students. The student community goes to 
the theater. Its not going to effect everyone but it will 
impact some 

xvi. Jillian- getting lights in the planetarium- and it’s a 
similar show for others and if that is the argument that’s 
not the spirit of the green fund. It should be what is 
allowed by the bylaws 

1. Lauren-In the by laws you can only speak twice 
so I’m going to implement that and let others 
speak 

xvii. Sabah- wondering if the theater could get funding by 
anywhere else 

1. Ben-It is unlikely, if it is voted down I will 
peruse other sources. The department couldn’t I 
have CLS in the deans office. I think it is 
unlikely  

2. Sabah- are there any other options that are 
cheaper? 

a. Ben- there aren’t a lot of cheaper 
options in this lighting because it needs 
to be able to do more things. No cheaper 
option that doesn’t require replacement 
much sooner 

xviii. Dani- I want you to know my background so I was 
presenting by bias. If we funded LED fixtures for this 
building and that is the reason we funded them. The 
lights we are talking about are similar. I don’t think 
where something is housed is important. But it can be 
used around campus other than people in the theater 
department. 

1. Dani- Call to Question 
a. For: 8 
b. Against: 17 
c. Abstention: 2 

b. Jillian Call to question- could we wait until we can talk to Larry 
i. Seconded by Kettinger 

ii. Haley- what are you asking Larry 
1. Jillian-What the maintenance is for 
2. Haley- WWTC- it’s a collaboration between us 

Hillview western and Mayo. If we don’t pass it 
we won’t provide to stuff  

iii. Isaac- there isn’t much more information that is relevant. 
Larry could give us more information but it wouldn’t be 
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on campus 
iv. Vote: on removing the Vermicomposter 

1. Does not pass 
4. Lang- Call to question on the resolution as a whole 

a. Opposed:1 
b. Abstentions:2 

c. SA1718-020: Resolution Approving the FY18 Allocable Segregated Fee Budget 
i. Approving the fiscal year 18 overall allocable segregated budget and discussion 

the subcommittees of SUFAC and this is what we came up with 
ii. Colin- amend the document- $6700 for distinguished lecture series 

1. Colin- To make up for that money the option was to take away $7500 to 
cover that deficient 

2. Dani – when did this happen 
3. Colin- we are trying to figure that out. And we I’ll have more 

information on that in the spring semester and we think it should go back 
to what it is suppose to be 

a. Seconded by Becker  
b. All in favor 
c. Passes 

d. SA1718-021: Resolution in Support the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science’s Multisociety Letter on Tax Reform 

i. Colin- in support for advance for American Association for the Advancement of 
Science’s Multisociety Letter on Tax Reform letter sent on behalf of many 
association to ask congress to remove prevision to impact the affordability of 
those going to grad school and in the letter sent it highlights ore detail. Says we 
support the letter they sent. It’s important is our voices are heard. 

1. Lucas- do you know also in the housed tax plans, what you pay them 
pack that tax deductible. Does AAAS mention anything? 

a. Colin- Not mentioned in the letter, specifically mentioned the 
ones in science. 

2. Isaac- have you done any official survey on an opinion on this? We are 
suppose to represent students and some my be in favor and its unfair to 
those not in favor 

a. Colin- a friend came to me and said she is scared because it 
would price her out to get her PhD. This would take the tuition 
waver as revenue and prices people out of grad school. We 
should take the stance that benefits everybody and impact the 
economy and UWL. 

b. Isaac- I don’t know if it’s in the power of student senate. Student 
senate shouldn’t shy away from federal policy taking one stance 
is for more specific groups not one that represents all students 

c. Avery- I went and talk to constituents and those that were going 
to go to grad school were concerned with this. 

d. Dani- my constituents, folks that are applying to grad school are 
terrified and I think grad school is expensive and they 
recommend you don’t work because you have to focus so much 
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on school. I think it upon everyone in here to know the people 
they are representing 

e. Clair- so I agree with you on how its hard for student senate to 
take a position that is above our head. We are pushing for the 
success and furthering our education and that can be don’t 
though grad school. As a university it is important to stand 
behind it 

3. Vote 
a. Opposed: 2 
b. abstention: 2 
c. Passes 

e. SA1718-022: Resolution to Support the Removal of the Hiawatha Statue from Riverside 
Park 

i. Amy- supporting the Removal of the Hiawatha Statue from Riverside Park and 
this isn’t how they want to represented and members of NASA. It’s not a proper 
representation of him or what he did.  

1. Malik and Alicia and Yer- added as a sponsor 
2. Isaac- issue that is doesn’t represent the Hochunk tribe?  The chief that 

isn’t to be worn by him and its in La Crosse when he wasn’t in La Crosse 
ii. Vote 

1. In Favor: 20 
2. Opposed:5 
3. Abstentions: 1 

f. SA1718-023: Resolution to Add the Indigenous Land Recognition Statement to the 
Agenda 

i. Dani- this resolution would be putting the statement in our weekly agenda into 
our bylaws proceeding rollcall.  

1. Annika- it wasn’t already in our bylaws? 
a. Lauren- correct 

2. Isaac- I’m not here to discuss that the discussion should be changed but 
anyone should analysis if they agree with this statement. Unless this is 
recognized as we are currently on Hochunk land I feel it is inappropriate 
to say this 

3. Jillian- I don’t think saying this statement is going to change anything 
4. Isaac- clarification – on the campus I’m not on Hochunk land 

a. Lauren- Owned by the state government. I can’t tell you you are 
right but I can tell you want I know 

5. Haley- so I agree with the statement, so opening it up to putting it in the 
beginning is that opening the door to having other groups do tis as well 
and that concerns me. 

6. Amy- the land that we are on is owned by the US government and it is 
worded on how they got this land. This is to remind us that our history 
gets hidden. 

7. Dani- I understand that for folks who haven’t seen the statement often 
that it may not sound familiar. As a person who likes to study history its 
part of our history that grew broken treaty that gave this land the 
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indigenous people who have been stripped and ignored. And through this 
statement we are recognizing the history we are walking on. You have to 
understand they are not coming from a place of ownership that’s not 
what the discussion is about. Adding this is recognizing our history and 
decolonizing out mind 

8. Malik- we are student senators setting the precedence and setting what 
people follow. Its about representing the greater good and paying tribute 
to this land. This would do nothing but good to set that precedence. 
Think about why we read the national anthem- we are loyal to this 
nation. Its not about the working its about what is coming across. It will 
keep in your mind what am I here for and what is my purpose 

9. Lang- this resolution only pertains to our student body it doesn’t affect 
anyone else. Its your decision on whether you want it read in your 
meeting. And you are also doing this for future senators as well 

g. Lang- Call to question 
i. Seconded by Justice 

ii. For: 13 
iii. Against:12 
iv. Abstention:1 

XIII. New Business 
a. SA1718-024: Resolution to Change Recreational Eagle Center Hours 

i. Two week rule suspended. Passed. 1 opposed.  
ii. Resolution passes.  

XIV. Discussion 
a. Alex Becker 

i. Signature sheet with students who support lower parking ticket fees.  
b. Lang VU 

i. A concert coming up. Info will be on the facebook page.  
c. Dani 

i. I had a long conversation with Bob Hetzel. Why $75 for a fee. I want to know 
what else Bob Hetzel does. Talked to him about our budgets and other budgets. 
Issues are about how do certain departs get funding and what is a required course 
material. Earlier this semester a Fitbit was required for HPR105, Bob stopped 
that due to student complaints. Looking for passionate people who want to talk 
about the registration fee and the time allotted for that. There are some processes 
that students can take advantage of it. I want to open up discussion about.  

1. Colin: I read an article that segregated fee money was used over in the 
stadium  

2. Lauren: When they built the stadium it was a two-part project. One the 
veteran’s stadium. Part two is a tiny version of the field house. We 
passed a resolution on funding stadium and funding the weight room in 
the parking lot. We approved 750,000 dollars. There was a four-year gap 
that the price would stay the same. Had approval from the state to do so. 
But, the document was never signed and the document never stated when 
the 750,000 would be payed back to us. Sue White asked about it for a 
number of years but nothing came of it. Schimmel and I have contacted 
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may outlets trying to figure out what was going on.  
d. Dani 

i. Lots of gender neutral bathrooms coming. Mitchell is bad and doesn’t have any.  
e. Avery  

i.  Was anyone at Relay for life meeting? They are considering to change the time 
to 6pm to 2am.  

XV. Announcements 
a. Lang 

i. Classes are the same next week.  
b. Jillian 

i. 430 to 630 Monday the 11th School of Ed having an open house.  
c. Dani: 

i. Ultimate Race with be April 19h this year.  
d. Lang  

i. Christmas Carol is going on this weekend come on out.  
 

e. Lauren 
i. Their will be a referendum next week about the RHAC seats. December 13th  

ii.  
XVI. Adjournment 

a. Motion Brandon. Second Colin. Done at 8:52.   
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